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Wanted
Hunter Hayes

Hey guys, I love this song with all my heart and there aren t tabs anywhere
on this song at all. I really need suggestions where I should take it from 
here. Im not even sure if the capo is in the right spot, just sounded good 
to me. i ve never written a tab before but ive read many and it doesnt seem 
that hard but oh god its hard. this may be completely wrong. but i cant play 
bar chords so that s out of the question, just like g d c a am bm em e cadd9 
em7.. like anything pretty much without a bar. ): i really want to learn 
this song so i can play it for my boyfriend. its the most beautiful song 
ever. Hunter Hayes needs to become more famous. i love him. (:

PLEASE email me if you can figure out the rest or if you think some of it is 
wrong or anything. PLEASE email me. 
Mini.k9@gmail.com
legit, it will make my day if you email me. 

heres the beginning...

Hunter Hayes
Wanted
Standerd tuning
Capo 5

G            D              C   G
You know I d fall apart without you
C                    D            G
I don t know how you do what you do
G                        D                C   D
 Cause everything that don t make sense about me
G              D           C            
Makes sense when I m with you

G                      D              C   
Like everything that s green, girl I need you
C                          D         G
But it s more than one and one makes two
G             D            C  
Put aside the math and the logic of it
G             D            C
You gotta know you want it too

-------thats all i can figure out so far. ------

 Cause I wanna wrap you up

Wanna kiss your lips

I wanna make you feel wanted



And I wanna call you mine

Wanna hold you hand forever

Never let you forget it

Yeah, I wanna make you feel wanted


